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WHO WE ARE

Formaspace Office inspires forward-thinkers 
through the design and manufacture of 

authentic, differentiated, and unique office 
furniture projects. Our industrial-styled furniture 
marries form to function with flexible solutions 
for co-working spaces, private offices, lounge 
areas, conference rooms, and a variety of office 
environments. 

Serving over 80% of the Fortune 500, 
Formaspace Office custom designs and 

engineers new products with a committment to 
fast, timely delivery. Formaspace is devoted to 
improving the world we work in. We believe in 
innovation, design, ergonomics, environmental 
sustainability, and social responsibility. 
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WHAT WE DO
Formaspace Office manufactures authentic, 
differentiated, and unique furniture solutions. 
We collaborate with commercial furniture reps, 
dealers, architects, and interior designers to 
creatively solve workplace design problems. 

Our expertise lies in large-scale custom solutions. 
You imagine it, we build it. Our in-house 
industrial designers will design and engineer a 
solution for each of your commercial interior 
projects. We even manage your furniture project 
from ideation to installation.

When you become a dealer, you gain our 
marketing, project management, engineering, and 
sales teams. Our market verticals include labs, 
healthcare, education, and industrial facilities. 
With us in your portfolio, you’ll expand your 
reach to more project opportunities.

“You imagine it. We build it.”
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HOW WE DO IT
We would love to be a part of your project from the 

beginning until the end. A single point of contact will 
simplify the implementation of each of your projects.

You bring your idea to us, and we then design and engineer 
it to fit your needs, rapidly prototype it, produce it, deliver 
it on-time, and upon request, can easily install it. We like 
to call this process continuous chain of custody. We want to 
be a part of your project every step of the way to guarantee 
success.
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These specifications 
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800.251.1505 www.Formaspace.com
 

WORK SURFACE: HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATED PARTICLEBOARD, OR HARD WOOD.

FRAME: 2" x 2" 16G STEEL TUBING, WELDED CONSTRUCTION

NON MARRING, SWIVEL, TOTAL LOCK CASTERS

HYDRAULIC UNIT: ELECTRIC OR MANUAL 

6" & 12" STEEL DRAWER PEDESTAL

“Ideation to Installation”
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INTRODUCING WELDMARX™

It all started with one of the largest 
dealers on the West Coast and 

architects across the country that 
were looking for more than just a 
height adjustable work surface, but a 
unique desk that was independently 
modular and height adjustable. 
They wanted style and quality for an 
affordable price. We gladly took on 
that challenge.

We tirelessly refined our product 
offering for the past three years 

to finally reveal a desk that was first 
of its kind, the ideal industrial-style 
sit-to-stand desk. All of this research 
and development led to Weldmarx™, 
our premier line of office furniture 
products. 

a unique take on office furnishings

“Independently  modular 
and height adjustable” 
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First impressions are becoming more important these days. 
Now, offices not only have to have a certain standard of 

benefits and values, but they also have to have a certain style 
and energy. An office needs to stand out to attract and retain 
top talent, and we believe that our desking solutions do just 
that.

Weldmarx™ I, our modular sit-to-stand office desk is highly 
customizable with three different hardwood surface options, 
five standard laminate options, and powder coated with ten 
different frame color options.

We also offer several other desking solutions in addition to 
Weldmarx™ I. Weldmarx™ II+ is our back-to-back, height 
adjustable series benching. It is designed for open offices and 
companies that require flexibility for changing dynamics. 
Each twin desk system gives plenty of space to employees and 
independently functioning height adjustability gives them an 
ergonomic experience. Upon request, privacy panels can be 
utilized as communication boards. 

Additionally, we offer Weldmarx™ III, which is the starter 
piece that is the essential cornerstone of our private office desk 
system. This static desk reflects the strength and the character 
of industrial office design.

WELDMARX™ DESKING
attract and retain top talent with Weldmarx™ desks
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WELDMARX™ C SERIES
customizable conference tables

Formaspace Office offers several 
different types of conference 

table options to best utilize your 
conference room space. We can 
modify a design from our standard 
product line or create a whole 
new conference table using your 
unique ideas.

Our standard conference table 
line, the Weldmarx™ C Series, 
includes several varied sizes, 

shapes, and material options. 
Surface shapes offered are ellipse, 
round, trapezoidal, racetrack, and 
rectangular shapes based on the 
distinct functions required for the 
meeting tables. Select from our 
hardwood or laminate options, 
frame colors and unique base 
shapes, Cone, Eiffel, A, or V.
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CONFERENCE TABLES
Formaspace Office’s line of conference tables allows you to easily mix and 
match table designs or customize the product to match your office’s current 
design. The line drawing below demonstrates all of the options that we 
currently offer in our standard product line of office furniture. There are 7 
different shapes of work surfaces to choose from and 3 different leg options. 

Note: The cone base and round top are exclusively offered 
together. See powder coat color options on page 80.

2. Choose your base

1. Choose your desired top shape and size

Note: These are the different widths available for the different table leg options.

3. Choose your accessories
We offer different accessory options depending on your 
office’s needs. See options on page 81.

See hardwood and laminate top surface options on page 80.

AVAILABLE TABLE SIZES
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WELDMARX™ STORAGE PRODUCTS
In our office line, Weldmarx™, we feature unique storage solutions. 

Our product line focuses on sleek and simplistic designs with an 
industrial aesthetic. We offer a mobile pedestal, Weldmarx™ XI, 
that stores important paperwork, snacks, gym shoes, and any other 
essential office supplies. The mobile pedestal can slide under the 
bench to save space or move next to the desk to offer alternative 
seating for quick collaboration. Varied sizes, drawer configurations, and 
countertop options are available to complete the design aesthetics and 
functionality your clients are looking for. 

Ask about our credenza, Weldmarx™ XII, our lateral file, 
Weldmarx™ XIII, our bookshelf, Weldmarx™ XIV, and our high 

back organizer, Weldmarx™ XV. All storage solutions are flexible for 
private or open office spaces and are available in varied sizes, shelf 
options, materials, and styles.
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ANCILLARY 
FURNISHINGS
Unique spaces need unique furniture. We offer a 
wide range of furnishings for any space. We created a 
coffee table, Weldmarx™ CI, and an end table named 
Weldmarx™ LII for any authentically industrial 
environment. Utilize our nesting tables in corporate 
training rooms and design your unique receptionist 
stations to make a great first impression. Lastly, we offer 
a mobile communication board, Weldmarx™ MI, with 
the option to select cork or modify it with any material of 
your choosing.
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OPEN OFFICE
Open office designs are in. That is why we created furniture to 

compliment that. Open offices are critical to collaboration and 
provide an inclusive office culture. It fosters a more creative and 
communication-based environment.

Our office furniture is designed to be shown off at all angles, which 
is why they work so well in all office environments. They are easily 
movable and adjustable so that as the company grows, so can the 
accommodations, without having to move or pay more for a larger space.

Besides being functional, industrial open offices are unique in that 
they show the raw structures and authenticity of the materials used. It 
provides a very warm and authentic feel to any design.



PRIVATE OFFICE
furnishings for executive workspaces

Desking solutions are needed in more private spaces, and that is why 
we designed Weldmarx™ III, the starter piece of our private office 

desk system. In addition to Weldmarx™ III,  we offer L-shaped desk 
options, VI and IV. Our L-shaped desks are a combination of the starter 
desks Weldmarx™ III, and a desk return, Weldmarx™ V. Depending on 
the office layout or the dominant hand, L-shaped Left or L-Shaped Right 
desks can be considered. 

The choice of industrial style furnishings conveys a sense of purpose, 
productivity, and permanence that design-centric end users want 

to convey to their customers, employees, the media, and the investor 
community. People are looking for authenticity, durability, and natural 
materials in their surroundings and furnishings, and we provide just 
that.
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UNIQUE MEETING TABLES
made-to-order conference room furniture

In addition to our standard line of conference tables, we also can 
make custom conference tables for more unique needs.

Pictured on the right are two custom tables we created to debut 
at NeoCon. The top photo is our unique conference table that 

perfectly combines modern technology needs and industrial style. 
The surface is a 10’ height adjustable trapezoidal slab of walnut wood 
embedded with a pop-up console that offers storage, power, HDMI 
inputs, LED light controllers and data. This table features custom 
perforated steel cubbies and branded lower panels and end caps.

To the right is our unique ping pong conference table. The table has 
a sit-to-stand functionality and is designed to separate into two 

smaller collaboration tables easily. The table includes an industrial 
perforated sheet of steel as the ping pong net and a stunning 
African Mahogany hardwood surface. This table is not only built for 
collaboration, but it also provides a fun culture building aspect.

The large picture on the far right is a 14’ conference table made 
of hardwood walnut that perfectly compliments the end user’s 

conference and lounge area activities. The height of the table is 
adjusted with the authentically industrial hand crank mechanism 
located at either end of the table.

“Authentic. 
Dif ferentiated. 

Unique.”
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CUSTOM CONFERENCE TABLES
we can bring your ideas to life

Formaspace Office designs custom conference 
tables for many different clients. We create 

different styles of legs, paired with unique materials 
for whatever look or style your client wants for their 
workspace.
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LOUNGE & CAFÉ
furnishings for office break out spaces

There are several benefits of having an office café. With millennials being the 
largest generation in the workplace, an office cafeteria and lounge will help 

attract and retain new talent for your clients. Break out spaces also assist in 
creating a social environment where employees have the opportunity to network 
and collaborate.

We design custom lounges to utilize your clients’ office space efficiently and 
effectively. From the office to café, we produce a cohesive and unified look 
throughout the workspace. 
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CUSTOM OFFICE FURNITURE PROJECTS
FORMASPACE OFFICE 3DCONFIGURE
Use our configurator to design unique custom desks and conference tables in 
3D. Choose from 10 different top options, 3 frame styles, and 11 powder coat 
frame colors. Get instant pricing all in one place! 2. Customize the product with 

different materials, sizes, and frame colors.1. Select  a Standard  Product

3. Save the project  for later and easily  
share it  with your team members!

virtual furniture designer

In addition to the standard product lines that Formaspace Office offers clients, we 
also offer our abilities to create custom solutions. Do you have a major problem that 
needs to be fixed? Do you have a unique space that requires unique furniture? Do 
you need your new furniture to match your existing furniture? Formaspace is here to 
help you every step of the way. Contact us to see how we can upgrade your current 
space!
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WET LAB FURNITURE 
SOLUTIONS

Work with Formaspace to design a lab that increases 
spatial efficiency, organization, and productivity. 

Formaspace labs feature modular, scalable designs 
tailored to client workflows. Start designing your lab 
furniture with us today!
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TECH LAB FURNITURE 
SOLUTIONS

W hen innovation matters, trust Formaspace to custom 
engineer a task-specific dry lab, build durable workstations 

with continuous monitoring that grounds electrostatic buildup, 
and deliver on-time without lab downtime. Our team recently 
helped save a major tech client $84 million in expansion costs 
by going vertical with an ESD condo rack, pictured on the left, 
maximizing existing lab capacity. Start designing your lab furniture 
solution with us today!
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INDUSTRIAL FURNITURE 
SOLUTIONS

Nothing is cookie cutter in manufacturing, packing & shipping, 
assembly, or material handling facilities. That is why our 

custom solutions are regularly chosen over standard industry 
items. Formaspace industrial furniture systems are revered for their 
durability, ergonomics, integration capability, and customizable 
functionality. Our team will help you create a state-of-the-art facility 
that excels in safety, organization, and productivity.
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MATERIALS & FINISHES MATERIALS & FINISHES CONT.

HARDWOODS

POWDER COAT COLORS

LAMINATES

Maple

5th Avenue Elm

Designer White

Maize Walnut Crossgrain

Putty

Battleship

Matte Clear
CLRM

RAL 5024 RAL 2012 RAL 1013 HM512S14 HS212R7 HS212B518

CL01 WH120 WH11 BK59 BK266 RAL 6019

Pastel Blue

Walnut

Fusion Maple

Island

Sprout

Buka Bark

Textured White

Pearl White

Black

Bellini Blue

Mushroom

Slate Grey

Oak

Carbon Mesh

Linen

Beige

Madagascar

Gloss Clear

Salmon Orange

White

Lace Gesso Wood

Magnolia

Regimental Red

Astro Strandz

Cement

High Rise

Charcoal Velvet

Textured Black Pastel Green

Florence Walnut

Ocean

Calcutta Marble

Phantom Pearl

Gloss White Gloss Black
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Satin Nickel
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Burgundy Navy

LAMINATES CONT.



ACCESSORIES
Electrical Accessories

PCS73

Steel Bar Handle 

Caster

Dock 271

Steel Wire Handle  

Dock 201

Steel Crescent Handle 

Leveler

Melamine Drawer Pulls - 96 mm

Casters and Levelers 3” Grommets
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Sage

Violet

Beige Gray

Rose

Turquoise

Mauve

Golden Hour Silver GrayMelon Fern

Rust

POWDER COAT COLORS CONT.

RAL 6021

RAL 4008

RAL 6027

RAL 4009

RAL 1019

RAL 3015

RAL 1028

RAL 8023

RAL 1018 RAL 6025 RAL 7001



NOTES
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HEADQUARTERS
1100 E. Howard Lane Suite #400 Austin, TX 78753
hello@formaspaceoffice.com
www.formaspaceoffice.com
800.251.1505


